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Editorial

Volume 20 No. 1

OK folks we have reached some sort of milestone in that this is the first issue of our 20th year in publishing
of 'IN miniature' (previously known as 'News and 'Views'). Welcome to issue Volume 20/1 (2006).
IN miniature (previously
News & Views) is the official
magazine of IPMS New
South Wales.
Contributions are warmly
invited. All due care is taken
for material offered, however neither the editorial
staff nor IPMS New South
Wales accepts any responsibility. Acceptance of material does not signify a guarantee that it will be published.
Except where noted, all material in IN miniature remains the copyright of the
author, editors and IPMS
NSW. Reproduction of any
material is prohibited without written permission of the
copyright holders.
All correspondence to:
IN miniature Magazine
c/o P.O. Box 175
Belmore 2192

Editor
Steve Mackenzie

As usual we have a mixture of material of interest for everyone in this issue, the diverse mixture ranging
from WW.I through to 2006. There is the usual mixed bag of articles (including an alternate history article
from Rod Blievers which I think a number of people will find interesting). I have put a couple of things that
are not strictly RAAF under the RAAF Transports and Misc banner (just consider them 'Misc') in order to
keep the index page down to a managable size.
I would like to thank those people who have kindly allowed us to reproduce their photos and other material
in this issue, in particular the following - Fred Harris, Rod Blievers, Clarke Cone, Jim Grant, Ley Reynolds,
Ryan Hamilton, Len Thomson, Mick Mirkovic, Alan Yee, John Hopton, DOD, AWM & the AHMWA. Obviously I also am grateful to Matt Ward, Peter Hobbins and High Planes Models and particularly Gary Byk
from Red Roo for the review material. Don't forget that all photos credited to these individuals are subject to
copyright and cannot be reproduced without written permission.
The club website also has further photos from the last 6 months taken by Gary Wickham at 'www.ipmsnsw.
org'.
Steve Mackenzie - Editor

All material (Photos, text and drawings) is by and copyrighted to the Editor Steve Mackenzie unless noted
and cannot be reproduced without written permission
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By Steve Mackenzie
In June 1944, the RAF's Central Navigation School
was renamed as the Empire Central Navigation
School and given the brief of being an 'agent for
promulgating authorised air navigation doctrine and
approved processes throughout the Air Forces of the
Commonwealth'. To this end it embarked upon a series of long range flights to other Commonwealth
countries, with the dual aim of developing long range
navigation techniques and promulgation of those
methods via direct contact with the other Commonwealth Air Forces.
A number of different types were used for pioneering
long range flights. Initially several Wellingtons and a
Stirling were in use, before a brand new Lancaster
B.1, serial PD328 was received by ECNS on 2 October 1944. This airframe had been delivered to the
Avro Repair Unit at Woodford on the 6th September
for removal of the dorsal turret and it's replacement
by a second astrodome. Probably at the same time,
the nose and tail turrets had been replaced by the
style of fairings that had been developed in Canada
for the Lancastrian (see issue 19/2) as the airframe had these by
the time it started on it's tour to Australia, NZ etc and return on 21st
October.
It should be noted however that 'Aries' is not a true Lancastrian as
it did not have the airliner style seating, although it would have had
additional crew accommodation for the extra personnel (Navigators
etc) carried for these long range flights, and probably galley and toilet etc equipment not carried in a normal Lancaster (all this extra
equipment is internal, thus does not really concern us here). Nor did
it have the airliner style windows associated with the Lancastrian. It
also retained the under fuselage H2S radar fairing, in fact it appears

The International Plastic Modelers Society, New South Wales Branch,
Australia, or IPMS New South Wales is a group of enthusiasts devoted to the pursuit and promotion of plastic modeling. The club
meets on the 4th Saturday of each month, except December when
the meeting is held on the 3rd Saturday. Meetings start at 1:00 PM
and are held at
Ryde Ex-Services Club
724 Victoria Road
Ryde NSW 2112

Top : Lancaster B.1 PD328 in flight over Australia during it's
world wide navigational survey in 1944. Above : Lancaster
B.1 PD328 similarly taken in Australia in 1944. Photos - AHMWA P000277 and P880207 via Mick Mirkovic.
to have retained this right through it's service with ECNS.

Visitors are always welcome to these meetings and see the competitions, workshops and other various activities held by the club for people of all ages and varying levels of skill in plastic modeling.
If you would like further information, please phone (02) 9692 8040
visit our website at http//:www.ipms.org or write to :
IPMS New South Wales
c/o P.O. Box 949
Glebe NSW
Australia 2037
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On 21st October 1944, Lancaster PD328 (it had not yet been given
the name 'Aries' at this stage) left Shawsbury for a tour which circumnavigated the world via Canada, USA, NZ, Australia, Ceylon, Egypt,
Malta and back to the UK. During it's 53 day trip, the personnel studied
American long range navigational methods in the Pacific (this info was
collected in relation to the planned employment of 'Tiger Force' in 1945
against Japan), and lectured at 24 bases in Aust/NZ on long range
navigational techniques.
During this 1944 trip, PD328 was finished in a very simple overall Silver scheme (mostly Nat Metal with Silver doped fabric areas). It was
marked with British Pacific Fleet (BPF) style roundels i.e Blue/ White
with narrow White surrounds and U.S style 'bars' in four positions (no
underwing) - see photos and drawing for details. There was a small
Black anti-glare panel carried forward of the cockpit also. Surprisingly
no markings are carried on the vertical tail fin surfaces, and even more
unusual, there is no sign of any serial (PD328) being marked on the
airframe in the two photos above and a couple of different ones published elsewhere.

the EANS. PD328 went to North Africa between 17th Feb and 19th
Mar 1945 and Southern Africa 29th Mar to 21st April. Then PD328 was
prepared for it's most famous flights (arguably), a series of flights in
the polar region, including overflying and accurately recording the positioning of, the Northern Geographic and Magnetic Poles in May 1945.
Prior to these flights, PD328 was given the name 'Aries', which was
carried on the nose in Black script.
The next trip after the return from the Polar regions was from Prestwick to Rivers, Manitoba, Canada (site of the RCAF Central Navigation
School) on 17th June 1945. There is a series of several photos in the
Canada Aviation Museum (website: 'www.aviation.technomuses.ca')
which apparently shows 'Aries' at this time. There are a number of
changes from when it had been in Australia the previous year. The
upper turret fairing and second astrodome are gone. The roundels
have been changed to 'C' type (typical for the period) but are still in
only four positions with no tail flashes. The serial PD328 is now carried
however, as is the name 'Aries' (along with a star representing the
Constellation of that name on the nose fairing).

Due to the success of the epic world circumnavigational flight with
PD328 in 1944, a series of further long range flights was arranged by

Lancaster B.1, serial PD328, Empire Central Navigation School, Australia, Nov 1944.
Overall Silver scheme (mostly Nat Metal with Silver doped fabric areas). BPF style roundels i.e Blue/ White with narrow White surrounds and U.S
style 'bars' in four positions (no underwing). Black anti-glare panel forward of the cockpit. H2S fairing is Dark Gray with a clear rear portion. Note
the ECNS was renamed as EANS (Empire Air Navigation School) on 28th Oct after PD328 had left on it's trip, I have used the term ECNS above.

Lancaster B.1, serial PD328, Empire Air Navigation School, Rivers, Manitoba, Canada, June 1945.
Overall Silver scheme (mostly Nat Metal with Silver doped fabric areas). RAF 'C' style roundels in four positions (no underwing). No anti-glare
panel now. The serial PD328, name 'Aries' and the star on the nose are all Black. H2S fairing is Dark Gray with a clear rear portion. Note the additional aerials (similar to some of the QEA Lancastrians in issue 19/2) carried under the nose.

Lancaster B.1, serial PD328, Empire Air Navigation School, Australia, Aug 1946.
Overall Silver scheme (mostly Nat Metal with Silver doped fabric areas). RAF 'C' style roundels in six positions, plus fin flashes in the same style
(on both inner and outer vertical fins). The serial PD328 (both on fuselage and under wings), code 'FCFA', list of destinations visited and name
'Aries' on the nose are all Black. H2S fairing is Dark Gray with a clear rear portion. EANS badge is a Black & Gold Star on a White disk on a standard RAF base. The 'Star' now appears to be in the same colours. Note that we have another different aerial setup again on this third profile.
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Lancaster B.1 PD328 'Aries' photographed in
Australia during August 1946. The close-up of the
nose shows the list of flights which had been
added by this time. Photos - AHMWA P880210,
P880255 and P013698 via Mick Mirkovic.

'Aries' continued to be used for long range flights till it
was taken out of service in Jan 1947, being replaced by
a Lincoln 'Aries II'. Prior to that however it had gone to
South Africa in Feb 1946 and then came a return flight to
Australia in August 1946. The remaining photos above
are taken at the time of this second visit. These show
that the colour scheme is the same as the previous one,
but under wing roundels and serials have now been
added along with fin flashes. The 'star' on the nose has
been moved rearwards to make way for a new aerial and
the fuselage roundels forward to make room for the fuselage coding 'FCFA'.
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EANS had another Lancaster B.1 serial unknown at this stage,
coded 'FCFB' and named 'Libra'. There is a good photo of the nose
of it on the Canada Aviation Museum website. This shows that it is
basically similar to scheme three of 'Aries' drawn on the previous
page, but with the EANS badge carried forward of the name 'Libra'
and of course without the listing of long range flights that 'Aries' carried. Unfortunately there is no overall shot, so I have not done a
drawing as I would have to make too many assumptions as to the
rest of the markings etc, to be assured of being accurate.
To round off this article, I have drawn a couple of actual RAF Lancastrian schemes that I located photos for. The first is from a photo
in Aviation News Vol.8 No.12 (which is the issue which had Lancastrian plans). The scheme is the usual overall 'Silver' with 'D' type
roundels, which is different to what you normally see on Lancastri-

ans.
The photos below (plus my other drawing), show another RAF Lancastrian C.2 from 232 Squadron RAF. This one has the usual post
war 'C' type roundels etc of the 1946/47 period.

Notes - The aerial fits on all these airframes tended to vary quite a
bit at different times, so careful note should be taken of such details
when modelling these machines. In about a year's time we will probably run some more material for overseas Airlines that used Lancastrians.

Acknowledgements - Thanks to Mick Mirkovic as usual for passing some photos along to us from the AHMWA collection to use in
this article.

Lancastrian C.1, serial VL981, Central Flying School RAF, at RAF Thornhill, Rhodesia, circa 1946/7.
Overall Silver scheme (mostly Nat Metal with Silver doped fabric areas). RAF 'D' style roundels in in six positions, plus fin flashes in the same
style (on both inner and outer vertical fins). The serial VL981 (both on fuselage and under wings) and anti-glare panel are Black. The Spinners are
Red which adds a bit of colour to the scheme. Unusually the fuselage roundel is painted over the top of two of the fuselage windows.

Lancastrian C.2, serial VM734, 232 Sqn RAF, circa 1947.
Overall Silver scheme (mostly Nat Metal with Silver doped fabric areas). RAF 'C' style roundels in six positions, plus fin flashes in the same style
(on both inner and outer vertical fins). The serial VM734 (both on fuselage and under wings) plus the Spinners are all Black. The fuselage roundel
is painted over the top of two of the fuselage windows again.
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by Jim Grant
Jim Grant who is Chief Archivist at the Aviation History Museum of
Western Australia (AHMWA) recently sent me a series of photos of
walkarounds that he had done over the years of various AFVs. I'll try
to run some on a regular basis in these pages.
This batch is ' I think' all taken at the Museum at Bovington in the U.
K. They are of various types (see the brief notes with the photos.

Sd.Kfz 138, early Marder III with the PaK 40/3 L/46 gun
mounted centrally, with the engine still at the rear of the
hull, as in the Pz.38(t) chassis that these vehicles were
based on. This was not the best arrangement and was
replaced by the later type on the next page.
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Sd.Kfz 139, late Marder III with fighting compartment for the PaK 40/3 L/46 gun moved to the rear of the hull, and the engine
now centrally placed. This was a much more efficient arrangement , as it gave a lot more room in the fighting compartment.
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Three views on this page plus the lower two on the previous
page, are of the excellent Italian Autoblinda 41 Armoured Car.
There is a very good model of this type in 1/35th by Italeri with
a 1/72nd version promised for release in 2006.
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Finally three views of an Autoblindata Lancia 1Z,
which was a WWI type. While the type dates from
WWI, it is possible that the colour scheme is from
the post WWI period.
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by Roger Lambert and Fred Harris
Since the last issue, Fred Harris from Melbourne has forwarded a series of photos of LX815, copied from prints held in files at the offices
of Australian Archives in Melbourne. These photos show that there is
more to the scheme than originally thought, what Roger (and I, the
editor) interpreted as being areas of shadow on the upper surface in
the photo (mainly due to the very unusual points of demarcation which
are unlike anything I have seen before), is actually Dark Sea Gray.

tos including in particular the inflight shot, shows that there is a White
strip along the front of each wing and horizontal tailplane, with the entire engine cowling and nacelle forward of that point also in White.
Also very unusual is the treatment of the demarcation near the wing
root. Normally one would expect the Dark Sea Grey area to come
right back to the trailing edge of the wing at the wing root, not angling
the way it does at the rear.

Thus the scheme is actually a fairly standard RAF Coastal Command
one of overall White with Dark Sea Grey upper surfaces. What is unusual however is the demarcation between the two, study of the pho-
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Fred Harris advises that the previous four photos are dated as being taken on 26th Nov 1943, and are of the first engine runup after erection of the airframe. This is undoubtedly shortly after receipt from the UK. Note that at this stage the serial LX815
is not marked on the airframe. Here one can see clearly that Roger's surmise that the fuselage roundel still had a Yellow surround, left over after it's conversion from a standard RAF 'C1' type was correct.
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The photos above are taken on the same press day on 26-5-44 at Fishermen's Bend at the DAP (Dept of Aircraft Production) factory airfield as our heading photo, when there was a publicity shoot re the roll out of the first production Beaufighter Mk.21 (A8-1)
from the DAP factory. A8-1 is the Green painted Beaufighter to the left of the grouping of airframes in several of these photos. On
the same occasion a number of other DAP related airframes (various Beauforts and Beaufreighter A9-201) were exhibited including LX815.
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The above two photos were also taken on the day of the press publicity shoot at Fishermen's Bend on the occasion of the official roll out of A8-1 referred to above. They appear to show LX815 (serial now actually carried on the airframe) taxying prior to
it's inflight display.
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LX815 apparently also did an inflight demonstration on this occasion,
as per the last photo in the row above. Study of this photo is recommended as it shows the unusual demarcation between the Dark Sea
Gray areas on the upper surfaces and the White.

subjects they hold records on).

Roger and I would like to greatly thank Fred for sending these on to us
and to National Archives of Australia (NAA), for making research facilities available to people studying RAAF History (among the many other

Text and side view profile by Steve Mackenzie

Credits : Photos - NAA via Fred Harris plus heading photo via John
Hopton.

Beaufighter Mk.X, RAF serial LX815 (allocated RAAF A19-218 but not carried), at DAP Fisherman's Bend, 26th May
1944.
Mostly overall White with Dark Sea Gray areas on the upper surfaces in plan view only )see photos for extent of the Gray). Blue/ White RAAF
roundels in six positions with the fuselage examples outlined in Yellow and fin flashes. Serial in Black (where carried). Spinners Black. Also the
collector rings at the front of the engine cowlings appear to be painted White (which is unusual).
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by Ley Reynolds
By late 1944 the Germans had been expelled from most of France, the
exception being several fortified ports on the Atlantic Coast (and elsewhere). The reduction of these cities was largely left to French forces,
mostly composed of soldiers demobilised in 1940 and members of the
various Resistance groups, who were supplied with a motley assortment of uniforms, weapons and vehicles (Ed - well not all, the reduction
of Dunkirk for instance was largely undertaken by the independent
Czech Army Brigade that was a part of 21 Army Group supported by a
British Infantry Tank regiment). They did however show surprising ingenuity in their operations.

The Vehicle(s)

16
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The two vehicles illustrated here were constructed on Renault truck
chasses by FFI members in La Rochelle and were basically identical
apart from some detail differences. Each was armed with two light machine guns and all wheels had solid tyres. The two plates above the
bonnet were hinged and could be lifted up, while the circular hatch just
aft of them had an internal sliding cover.
Both vehicles had circular covers to the rear wheels, a camouflage
scheme consisting of one dark and one light colour (somewhat reminiscent of pre-war French AFV schemes) and Blue/White/Red roundels on
each of the sloping rear plates and bonnets. The names were in Black
lettering on rectangular White plates.
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By Alan Yee
In June2005, Alan Yee visited the Werribee B-24 restoration that
has been taking place over quite a few years now. Despite a lot of
setbacks, including at least two major break ins and theft of parts
and equipment, plus an enforced layoff while asbestos in the roof of
the hangar which they were renting was removed, the project is
starting to come to fruition. He took quite a large number of photos,
some of which are being used by the B-24 restoration foundation in
their displays. Some are presented here and more will be in the
next issue.
Info below is from the Wyndham City council site, listed amongst
the links further down.
For the past seven years, a dedicated group of volunteers put in
almost 250,000 hours to restore the plane. Recently, it was dedicated as a memorial to the 20,000 Australians who flew and serviced the aircraft during the war. A fully fitted out B-24 comprises
more than one million parts. When the three original members of
the restoration team met in the empty hangar for the very first time,
they had in their possession just one piece of equipment - a wheel
cap. Around that wheel cap the group have managed to build an
entire aircraft.
The fuselage was discovered in the forest near Moe, Victoria; the
wing was retrieved from the New Guinea highlands; and other parts
have come from around the world. After a worldwide search for
missing parts and the acquisition of those parts, team members
have managed to complete 95% of the project. Restoration has
relied on the generosity of companies, individuals and the 750
members of the B-24 Liberator Memorial Restoration Fund; it has
not been government funded.
For those wishing to visit details are as follows:
Location - The hangar is at the corner of Princes Highway and
Farm Road, Werribee (Melway Ref 205 F10).
Hours of operation - The B-24 hangar is open to the public from
10 am until 3 pm every Tuesday, Thursday and Sunday.
Entry Fee : donation of $2 or greater.
Some useful internet addresses regarding this restoration are:
http://www.users.bigpond.com/paulmcc/b24/b24.htm
http://www.oldcmp.net/B24_1.html
http://www.pacificwrecks.com/aircraft/b-24/A72-176.html
http://www.wyndham.vic.gov.au/leisure/tourism/attract/b24
http://www.werribee.org.au/tourism1/html/b-24_liberator.htm
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Ley's Stuka model as referred to in the text. Photo: Ley Reynolds

By Ley Reynolds
The Vehicle

day trip to Queensland.

In the late 1930s, Talleres Mercier in Zaragoza was the Spanish agent
for Caterpillar products. Sometime in 1937 the factory received an order for an armoured tractor based on a Caterpillar machine and armed
with one 7mm Hotchkiss machine gun. One example was fabricated
but details of it's use and further development are unknown.

The Model
This is the latest model in my growing collection of Spanish Civil War
armoured vehicles. The accompanying photographs show the sequence of construction, based on a 1/76 diecast bulldozer sold as an
'OO' gauge model railway accessory. Using the tracks and chassis
from this item, the rest of the model was fabricated from plasticard,
rod and stretched sprue.
The small size of these models makes them ideal to take on business
trips and/or holidays and the tools, materials and references required
are quite limited. The Carro de Combat 'Mercier' was built during an 8
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Illustrations
1) The component parts of the model railway accessory.
2) Extending the tracks to the underside of the model with plasticard.
3) Plasticard Chassis.
4) + 5) Framework for the hull/ bonnet.
6) The basic shape once completed.
7) The model once detailing has been completed.
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By Rod Blievers

Chipmunk T.20, A86-621, RAAF Point Cook, circa 1956.
Overall Silver. RAAF 'Kangaroo' type roundels carried in six positions (note position of the roundels and serials differ from the original RAF layout). Black serial A86-621 (last '2' repeated on
nose and rudder). Black anti-glare panel forward of the cockpit. Yellow Trainer bands
(encompassing the fuselage and wings) are more narrow than their RAF counterparts.

Chipmunk T.20, A86-621, 1 BFTS, RAAF Point Cook, circa 1965.
Overall Silver with 'Orange-Red' dayglo panels above and below each wingtip and on the rear fuselage. RAAF 'Kangaroo' type roundels carried in six positions. Black serial A86-621 (last '2' repeated on nose and rudder). Black anti-glare panel forward of the cockpit. See the upper view
(reproduced next page) for extent of the wingtip dayglo panels.
In 1952, the RAAF’s flying training activities faced a crisis. The last
Tiger Moth had been retired, so now both the Initial and Basic Training phases were being conducted on the Wirraway. The failure rate,
with this complex and tricky aircraft, was proving unacceptably high in
the Initial phase. A new purpose designed trainer, the CA22 Winjeel,
had finally flown the previous year, after considerable procrastination
in setting out the desired specification, but was now facing major development problems - there was no clear indication as to just when
this type would enter service.
From across the world a possible solution appeared - the UK Ministry of Defence were to completely disband the RAF’s Reserve Command. This included closing all 21 UK based Reserve Flying Training
Schools, as well as the Rhodesian Air Training Group (4 and 5 FTS).
All of these units are equipped with the Chipmunk T.10; the aircraft
were to be stored pending disposal. The Australian Government were
offered the entire RATG fleet (62 aircraft, either still uncrated or with
minimal flying hours) for approximately £500 each. This is an undeniable bargain, as de Havilland Australia were quoting £2800 for a new
Chipmunk Mk.21!
The RAAF quickly borrowed DHA’s demonstrator VH-AKW in July
for a further assessment by ARDU. The previous 1948 evaluation had
involved the lighter, simpler and less commodious DHC-1A-1,
whereas VH-AKW was a Mk.21, virtually a civil certified version of the
RAF’s T.10. Other than a preference for side-by-side seating, this aircraft is clearly suitable as an Initial/Grading trainer and the UK offer
was quickly accepted.
The "A86" prefix was allocated, as the RAAF had by now lost interest

in the Hawker P1081 (for which this prefix had been previously reserved). VH-AKW was purchased from DHA to become A86-101.
The ex RATG aircraft, which start arriving in late 1953 (2 years before
the introduction of the CA-25 Winjeel) were numbered in the A86-601
to A86-663 range.
When the RAF initially evaluated the Chipmunk, it was criticized as
lacking rudder authority, this being most apparent during crosswind
takeoffs and landings, during protracted climbs and for all aerobatic
maneuvers. A new "broad-chord" rudder was designed (easily recognized by the "kink" where the trailing edge meets the fuselage) and
either fitted to the aircraft still on the production line or retro-fitted to
the RAF’s active fleet. However, the aircraft destined for disposal
were to be sold on an "as is" basis, i.e. fitted with the narrow chord
rudder. The RAAF were also interested in the more powerful rudder
and so an order was placed with de Havilland Australia for a locally
produced replacement. These were fitted before the type entered
general service. Despite widely held opinions to the contrary, it
should be noted that this change had NOTHING to do with the aircraft’s spinning characteristics. To improve spin recovery characteristics, in 1958 the RAF also fitted anti-spinning strakes to their Chipmunks. The advantages of these were at best debatable, with the
RAAF following the RCAF’s lead and deciding not to proceed with
this modification.
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Composite upper plan view to show the position of the Yellow trainer bands on the initial overall Silver scheme (port wing) and
the extent of the wingtip dayglo panels (right wing) on the later scheme. It also shows the position of the upper wing roundels.

Chipmunk T.20, A86-101, ARDU, Point Cook, circa 1956.
Overall Silver. RAAF 'Kangaroo' type roundels carried in six positions. Black serial A86-101. Black
anti-glare panel forward of the cockpit. Yellow Trainer bands (encompassing the fuselage and
wings). ARDU markings on the Olive Drab tail are Orange-Yellow with Black outlining.

In addition to ARDU’s Chipmunk (Above), the principal user of the
Chipmunk was the Initial Training Squadron of 1 BFTS, based at Point
Cook, and nearly all of the 62 aircraft were based there. Once the
Winjeel came online however, the RAAF found that the required Chipmunk establishment at Point Cook then fell to 25-30 Chipmunks.
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The RAAF were now faced with the potential embarrassment of having more than half of the fleet inactive. Thus Chipmunks rapidly found
their way to other, sometimes quite unlikely, units.

Chipmunk T.20, A86-621, 34 Sqn, Fairbairn, Canberra circa 1970.
Overall Silver with White fuselage top. RAAF 'Kangaroo' type roundels carried in six positions.
Black serial A86-621. Black anti-glare panel forward of the cockpit. The fuselage stripe is Blue
with a narrow Blue 'pinstripe' outlining it. The 34 Sqn badge is carried on the tail fin.

Chipmunk T.20, N18-610, 724 NAS RAN, HMAS Albatross, Nowra circa 1969.
Standard RAN trainer scheme of Oxford Blue/White/Silver (same as carried on the Macchis in this
period). RAN 'Kangaroo' roundels (with narrow White outlines) carried in six positions. White serial N18-610 carried on the rear fuselage, with White 'NAVY' titles forward of the roundel, and
Modex '967' on the nose. Black anti-glare panel forward of the cockpit. The HMAS Albatross
badge is carried below the cockpit. The two drawings (on the next page) show the upper and
lower views of the colour scheme layout.

A dozen aircraft were allotted to CFS at East Sale for instructor training and proficiency, although these remained in an identical finish to,
and were often exchanged with, BFTS aircraft. A further handful were
issued to 34 Sqn at Fairbairn (Canberra), where they were used to
provide currency/refresher training for the desk-bound pilots based at
the ADF HQ in Canberra, as well as being squadron "hacks". This
squadron stamped their ownership clearly on these aircraft, and they
soon appeared in an attractive blue trim/white topped "airliner"
scheme identical to the larger VIP fleet. The ARDU fleet allocation
grew to several Chipmunks. These aircraft had their basic trainer
scheme modified with a dark green fin and rudder, with yellow stripes
and the ARDU "triangle" badge superimposed.
In a further effort to reduce this apparent excess of surplus Chipmunks, in 1965 14 aircraft were transferred to the RAN. The Navy allocated serials in the N18-600 to N18-614 range, and the aircraft
were issued to 724 Sqn at Nowra for initial grading and training.
These were quickly painted in the RAN’s very attractive blue/white
scheme, identical to that unit’s Macchis. Modex numbers in the '960'
range were carried on the nose (the Macchis used the '860' range). In
line with the Macchis, the Yellow 724 NAS flash was eventually
added to the tail fins.

1980’s. The final scheme used was the well known 'Fanta Can' one,
which although commonly assumed to be only Orange & White, had
all ailerons, flaps, elevators and under surfaces in Silver.

Editor's Note - Rod Blievers who co-operated with Roger Lambert
on the RAAF Oddity article re the RAAF evaluation of the DHC Chipmunk a couple of issues ago, did some side view drawings for his
own interest of what he thought the Chipmunk would have looked like
in RAAF service if it had been adopted.
When Roger Lambert saw them he suggested that we might run versions of them, along with some text which Rod later supplied at our
request. So this is our first 'Alternate History' article. Thanks to Rod
for giving us permission to run this.
All drawings by the Editor (Steve Mackenzie) from originals by Rod
Blievers.

In 1975 the RAAF purchase the AESL CT-4, with the intention of replacing both the Winjeel and Chipmunk. While quickly adopting the
infamous Green/Yellow "plastic parrot" scheme, the Chipmunk managed to outlive the Winjeel, surviving in RAAF service until the
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Chipmunk T.20, A86-621, 1 BFTS, RAAF Point Cook, circa 1975.
RAAF Yellow/ Dark Green trainer scheme introduced with the arrival of the CT-4 in service. The
colours used on this scheme were high gloss which made them appear darker than expected.
RAAF 'Kangaroo' type roundels carried in six positions. Black serial A86-621. Black anti-glare
panel forward of the cockpit. Last two of serial repeated on the nose (in Black) and rudder
(White). The two drawings below show the upper and lower views of the colour scheme layout.
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Chipmunk T.20, A86-621, 1 BFTS, RAAF Point Cook, circa 1985.
'Fanta Can' trainer scheme of Orange & White, with all ailerons, flaps, elevators and under surfaces in Silver. RAAF 'Kangaroo' type roundels carried in six positions. Black serial A86-621.
Black anti-glare panel forward of the cockpit. Last two of serial repeated on the nose and rudder in
Black. The two drawings below show the upper and lower views of the colour scheme layout
('click' on them for larger views).
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,PDJHVIURPWKH3KRWRJUDSKLF/LEUDU\RIWKH
$YLDWLRQ+HULWDJH0XVHXPRI:$ 
The Photographic Library at the AHM of WA is a vast treasure of
photographic images from all periods of aviation history. We currently
have over 32,000 images in all forms from glass plate negatives, nitrate & cellulose negatives, slides (colour & B/W), photos and computer scans. The vast majority come from private collections and
most haven't been published before.
In the collection there are images from the dawn of aviation in W.A,
Australia and the World, WWI aircraft (including a rare selection of
prototypes of RFC/RAF and French aircraft) both from the Western
Front and the Middle East, England and even the Italian Front. There
is also post war civil and military, WWII (all fronts) and post WWII to
current times (civil & military). These photos are all under copyright to
the Museum and can only be published with due recognition to their
source.
These photos can be purchased from the Museum as the Museum's
Photo No. is shown next to each photo, if no number is shown it's
from my own personal collection. The Museum's address and details
are as below:

P011090 - RFC Royal Aircraft Factory F.E.8 #6408 being
serviced at a training airfield in England circa 1916. Note the
Ambulance in the background.

Aviation Heritage Museum of WA
Bull Creek Drive
Bull Creek WA 6149
Phone: (08)9311-4470
Fax : (08)9311-4455
Email: alclarke@raafawa.org.au
Website:www.raafa.org.au
Please mark all correspondence attention to the Photographic Library
or myself.
Mick Mirkovic, Photographic Librarian, AHM of WA

P011091 - RFC Royal Aircraft Factory F.E.8 A5491 at a
training airfield in England circa 1916.

P011098 - AFC Royal Aircraft Factory B.E.2c at North
Carlton, England with 7 Training Squadron AFC circa 1917.

P011096 - RFC Royal Aircraft Factory B.E.2d/e #5779 at a
training airfield in England circa 1916.

P011100 - AFC Royal Aircraft Factory B.E.2a 'CFS2' of the
Central Flying School (CFS), Point Cook being readied for a
training flight circa 1915.
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P014905 - IJAAF, Kawasaki Ki-45-Kai-Ko Toryu 'Nick' of
53rd Sentai about to take off from Matsudo Air Base.
P014907 - IJAAF, three Kawasaki Ki-45 Toryu night fighters in flight over Honshu, Japan circa 1945.

P014908 - IJAAF, 53rd Sentai ground crew working on the nose 20mm cannons of a Ki-45 Toryu at Matsudo Air Base 1945.
P014910 - IJAAF, Nakajima Ki-44-II-Ko Shoki (Tojo) lining up for take off at Mukden Air Base in Manchuria, circa 1944.

P014913 - IJAAF, Nakajima Ki-49-I Donryu on it's take off run, circa 1944.
P014914 - IJAAF, Nakajima Ki-49-I Donryu of the Hamamatsu Flying School in flight over the central mountains of Honshu Japan, circa 1944.

Editor's Notes - Two issues ago we had some WWI material, in
this issue I have used the remainder of that batch of photos. In addition there are some interesting colour photographs (OK reproduced
in B/W here because of the printing limitations) of Japanese subjects. Captions are based on the ones held in the Museum records
and supplied by Mick along with the scans.
Copies of any of these can be ordered from the Museum as above
by writing to their address for information on sizes available and
prices etc. Quote the above 'P' reference nos with any enquiries to
identify items required. (Steve)

P014915 - IJAAF, another in flight view of a Hamamatsu Flying School Nakajima Ki-49-I Donryu over Honshu, circa 1944.
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By Ryan Hamilton
Over the next four issues, I will be looking at the four airmen which Victoria Cross were awarded too, through actions in WWI and WWII. This
will cover the circumstances which they were gained, and the aircraft
they flew.
Rawdon Middleton was born on 22 July 1916 in Waverley, Sydney, the
great-nephew of the explorer, Hamilton Hume. He was an athletic young
man, and excelled in cricket and Rugby football at school. After leaving
school in Dubbo, he worked for a time as a jackaroo at Leewang station,
the large grazing property his father managed.
He enlisted in the Royal Australian Air Force on the 14th October, 1940,
and after training as a pilot in the Empire Air Training Scheme (EATS).
Learning to fly at Narromine with 1EATS, Middleton was sent to Canada
to continue his training as a bomber pilot. He arrived in England during
September 1941 and was promoted to Flight Sergeant. In February
1942 Middleton was posted to 149 Squadron, Royal Air Force. At the
time, 149 Squadron was flying Short Stirling Mk1, where Flight Sergeant
Middleton and his crew were flew assigned the Stirling OJ-H (BF372).
The following extract of the mission was published in the London Gazette, 15th January, 1943 of . "Flight Sergeant Middleton was captain
and first pilot of a Stirling aircraft detailed to attack the Fiat works at Turin one night in November, 1942. Great difficulty was experienced in
climbing to 12,000 feet to cross the alps, which led to excessive consumption of fuel. So dark was the night that the mountain peaks were
almost invisible.
During the crossing Flight Sergeant Middleton had to decide whether to
proceed or turn back, there being barely sufficient fuel for the return journey. Flares were sighted ahead and he continued the mission, and even
dived to 2000 feet to identify the target despite the difficulty of regaining
height. Three flights were made over Turin at this low altitude before the
target was identified. The aircraft was then subject to fire from light antiaircraft guns.
A large hole appeared in the port main plane which made it difficult to
maintain lateral control. A shell the burst in the cockpit, shattering the

windscreen and wounding both pilots. A piece of shell splinter tore into
the side of Flight Sergeant Middleton face, destroying his right eye and
exposing the bone over the eye. He was probably wounded also in the
body or legs. The second pilot received wounds in the head and both
legs which bled profusely.
Flight Sergeant Middleton become unconscious and the aircraft dived to
800 feet before control was regained by the second pilot, who took the
aircraft up to 1,500 feet and released his bombs. There was still some
light flak and the aircraft was hit many times. The three gunners replied
continuously until the rear turret was put out of action.
Flight Sergeant Middleton had now regained consciousness and, when
clear of the target, ordered the second pilot back to receive first aid. Before this was completed the latter insisted on returning to the cockpit, as
the captain could see very little and could speak only with loss of blood
and great pain.
Course was set for base and the crew now faced an Alpine crossing and
homeward flight in a damaged aircraft with insufficient fuel. The possibilities of abandoning the aircraft or landing in Northern France were discussed but Flight Sergeant Middleton expressed the intention of trying to
make the English coast, so that his crew could leave the aircraft by parachute. Owing to his own wounds and diminishing strength, he knew that,
by then, he would have little, or no chance of saving himself. After four
hours, the French coast was reached and here the aircraft, flying at
6,000 feet, was once again hit by intensive light anti-aircraft fire. Flight
Sergeant Middleton was still at the controls and mustering sufficient
strength to take evasive action.
After crossing the Channel there was only sufficient fuel for five minutes'
flying. Flight Sergeant Middleton ordered the crew to abandon the aircraft while he flew parallel with the coast for a few miles, after which he
intended to fly out to sea. Five of the crew left the aircraft safely, while
two remained to assist Flight Sergeant Middleton. The aircraft crashed
into the sea and the bodies of the front gunner and the flight engineer
were recovered the following day. Their gallant pilot was apparently unable to leave the aircraft and his body has not been traced.
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Stirling B.1, 149 Squadron RAF, OJ-H, serial BF372, Nov 1942.
Standard Bomber Command scheme of the time of Dark Green/ Dark Earth upper surfaces with Black lower surfaces and fuselage sides. Medium Sea Grey serials and fuselage codes. Editor – sorry folks, Ryan’s colour profile does not show the upper surface colours with any clarity
when converted to B/W as here. However standard Bomber command pattern of the times applies.
Flight Sergeant Middleton was determined to attack the target regardless of the consequences and not allow his crew to fall into enemy
hands. While all the crew displayed heroism of the highest order, the
urge to do so came from Flight Sergeant Middleton, whose fortitude and
strength of will made possible the competition of the mission. His devotion to duty in the face of overwhelming odds is unsurpassed in the annals of the Royal Air Force."
Flight Sergeant Middleton's body was later recovered ashore on Shakespeare Beach, Dover, on the 1st February 1943, and he is buried at
Beck Row, Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk. Flight Sergeant Middleton VC
was posthumously promoted to Pilot Officer, and his Victoria Cross is
currently displayed at the Australian War Memorial, in Canberra.

Modelling the Stirling Available Models
1/72
Airfix - Short Stirling B Mk.I/II
Two sets of markings, MG-K is a Stirling B.1 of 7 Squadron which operated, first from Leeming in Yorkshire and then from Oakington in Cambridgeshire, with 3 Group. The second aircraft, EX-L is a B.111 of 199
Squadron of 3 Group which flew bombing, mine-laying and supply missions to the Resistance.
1/48
Sanger - Short Stirling B Mk.I/B Mk.III

Aftermarket
1/72
Paragon Designs - Aircraft detailing sets (resin) for RAF 100 Group Avro
Lancaster, Stirling, Halifax

Canopies
1/72
Falcon Set No.17 - RAF WWII Part 3 - Halifax I/II (designed to be used
with the Matchbox kits), Halifax III (designed to be used with the Airfix
kits), De Havilland Mosquito B.XVI/PR XVI (designed to be used with
the Matchbox kits), Gloster Gladiator. Short Stirling (designed to be
used with the Airfix kits).

Decals
Xtradecal X05572 - Bomber Command Pt 2 (5) Avro Lancaster B.III (2)
EE139 HW-R "Phantom of the Ruhr" November 1943; ND458 HW-A "All
Shot Down" April 1944, both 100 Sqn RAF Grimsby (Waltham); Stirling
B.1 (2) R9358 BU-A 214 Sqn Yellow Saint design RAF Chedburgh
1943; N3705 MG-F 7 Sqn RAF Oakington 1942; Whitley Mk.V Z9226
ZG-E 10 Sqn RAF Leeming 1941
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Len Thompson's Model
The following photo's are of the Airfix 1/72 Stirling, built by Len
Thompson in the United Kingdom. As can be seen from the photographs, much of the original kit has been scratch built and improved.
Overall a sensational model, beautifully built!

References:
1. Bomber Squadrons of the RAF and their Aircraft - Philip Moyer,
Macdonald and Jane's (Macdonald & Co (Publishers) Ltd.), 1974
2. Australian War Memorial - Canberra Honour Roll - www.awm.gov.au

Acknowledgements: - Thanks to Len Thompson for permission to
use his photos of his Stirling model for this issue.
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0&KDIIHHDW$EHUGHHQ3URYLQJ*URXQGV
Aberdeen Proving Grounds in the United States tested most captured
Axis etc vehicles during and after WW.II to ascertain their performance
characteristics for Intelligence purposes. As AFV modellers would be
well aware, many of these vehicles have been on outside display at the
Ground's museum for many years, this being the source for measurement of many of them as reference for kits that have been released
over the years.
This time however we will have a look at a standard US Armoured
Forces vehicle, the M24 'Chaffee' light tank. The M24 Chaffee - arguably the best light tank of World War II - was a fast light armoured vehicle armed with a relatively large caliber 75 mm M6 gun. More than

4.000 produced by Cadillac and Massey-Harris during 1943-45. The
first reached Europe in lateBy
1944,
where they
proved very effective and
Steve
Mackenzie
highly reliable.
After 1945 the M24 Chaffee was used by many American allies. The
French army used them in Indo-China, including at the battle of Dien
Bien Phu. Though obsolete by the mid-1960's, it remained in service in
some countries until relatively recently.
These photos are intended to assist with detailing a model of the Chaffee, several of which exist in the standard 1/72 and 1/35th scales.
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by Clark Cone

Clark Cone has generously agreed to allow our club members to access these photos for their personal use, and for our club to post
them as reference files in our publication 'in Miniature', with appropriate photo credits being acknowledged.
All of these photos on this CD are the copyright of Clark Cone of
North Carolina, USA and may not be sold or distributed without his
written authorisation.
The rule shown in some photos to give scale is 2' overall, with one
half divided into 6" and 1" segments.

References:
1) http://www.fas.org/man/dod-101/sys/land/m24.htm
2) http://afvdb.50megs.com/usa/m24chaffee.html
3) http://tanxheaven.com/referencepictures.htm - several walkarounds of other examples are listed at this page to compliment this
one presented here.
4) http://www.wwiivehicles.com/usa/tanks_light/m24_chaffee.html
5) http://www.battletanks.com/new_page_24.htm
6) http://www.louisdimarco.com/m24_chaffee.htm</p>
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By Steve Mackenzie
An Australian Defence Force medical team was deployed to Pakistan
to provide vital health care assistance to those affected by the recent
earthquake. The first element of the team flew out of Sydney Airport
on Thursday 10 November 2005.
The team, made up of about 140 personnel, included a command
element, aviation detachment as well as logistics and communication
personnel. Four Blackhawk helicopters have been deployed to provide essential transport and support tasks around the remote town of
Dhanni. The Black Hawk helicopters give the medical team the ability
to provide assistance to remote regional communities, which have
limited road access and are hampered by very difficult terrain.
The Blackhawk detachment was been drawn primarily from the
Army's 5th Aviation Regiment based in Townsville. The majority of
the health and support personnel are from the Army's Logistic Support Force based at Randwick Barracks, in Sydney. As can be seen
in the photos, the Blackhawks from 5th Aviation Regiment carry individual names, No.219 being 'Harlequin' and No.222 'Sabre'. Most if
not all our machines have similar names, details being available on
the Blackhawk page at the ADF Serials website.
These photos were downloaded in their original large format (up to
3000+ pixels wide & 3.5 Mb files each in their original format) from
the ADF Media Site (as listed above). See the site if you wish to obtain the original larger scans.(Steve)
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References: Department of Defence – Media centre - http://www.
defence.gov.au
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,PDJHVIURPWKH3KRWRJUDSKLF&ROOHFWLRQRI$ODQ<HH 
by Alan Yee
One of the most popular club members, Alan Yee has a large collection of personal photos dating back to just after the end of W.W.II.
Many of these photos are from an era from which few good illustrations
turn up in print in the usual sources.
Until recently Alan did not have prints of many of his negatives that he
had taken over the years. With the advent of access to cheaper scanning solutions he has been able to obtain electronic copies of much of
his collection and has agreed to this publication using a selection of his
images in each issue. He and myself (the editor) will select some for
use each quarter, on some occasions they will be to a random theme
as here, sometimes it will concentrate on one particular airframe or
type, on other occasions there may be a mini walkaround of a particular airframe.
On this occasion I have put together a spread of photos of probably the
most common type of all time - the DC-3/ C-47. A couple of these (the
RAAF example have appeared before, but I have included them for
completeness). (Steve - Editor).

First two - unidentified Adastra Aerial Survey and Australian
National Airways examples. The next two photos show VHANH, which served with Ansett for a number of years, flying
the last scheduled ANA DC-3 passenger service in May 1967.
After going through a number of hands, it was subsequently
re-acquired by Ansett and painted in their colours as a Historical Memorial.
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Next three (Bottom previous page and above) - Butler Air Transport VH-AOG 'Warrego'. Ex USAAF example acquired by Butlers
from the U.S Foreign Disposals Commission in Apr 1946. It was operated by them till it was destroyed by fire after a force landing
at Bourke in Dec 1955. Thankfully no-one was hurt in the incident.
Below - Detail shots of the undercarriage of an example displayed on a pole.
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First three - another ex USAAF example acquired from the U.S Foreign Disposals Commission by the Commonwealth Bank of
Australia in Aug 1946, thus the rego VH-CBA. It was fitted out with a very plush (and expensive) executive interior for the Bank's
upper echelon. Sold to Mandated Airlines, becoming VH-MAM in Apr 1957. Last photo shows VH-EWF of East-West Airlines.

Marshall's Airways DC-2 VH-CDZ (yeah I know, not a DC-3, but what the heck....it's a good detail shot of the nose landing lights)
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First – A New Holland example. The Next photo shows VHAIH in the earlier style Qantas Empire Airways scheme.
Next two - VH-EDD, in a much later style QANTAS scheme

VH-EBJ, in the earlier style Qantas Empire Airways scheme. The photo of VH-EBJ shows some very interesting modifications
which had Roger Lambert and I stumped. We suspect they may be connected with CSIRO cloud seeding experiments, but if anyone knows please write and advise what they are all about.
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First Row – Two photos of U.S Navy R4D-3s.
The remaining two (plus the one below) are of a RAAF C-47
serialed A65-26 from No.86 Transport Wing.
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by Steve Mackenzie
Personnel from Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF) Base Amberley
and RAAF Base Williamtown participated in three weeks of intensive
training in the United States of America as part of Exercise Red Flag
06. Up to 270 personnel, six F-111s (from Amberley) and seven F/A18 Hornets (from 3 Squadron at Williamtown) deployed to the United
States for advanced training at one of the world's best tactical combat
training facilities.

defence.gov.au

Red Flag provides significant training objectives for RAAF aircrew
with complex air combat scenarios involving coalition fighter, strike
and surveillance assets. Deployment for Red Flag began in stages
from 26 January 06, with the exercise flying running from 6 to 17 February.
The above information is from the official site for the excercise at
http://www.defence.gov.au.htm. Hopefully you will all find these of
interest. If you wish to see the original captions or download the large
size images, go to the above web address and follow the link to the
images pages.

References: Department of Defence – Media centre - http://www.
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'RZQ0HPRU\/DQH
I've been lucky enough to catch up with some kits of the older, no longer available brands recently and having built a few of them (kits are meant to
be built, not piled up and gloated over !) here's the results..
There are many out there in the modelling world who would, no doubt, be asking why I wanted these old kits, because there's newer kits of the same
subjects about, with no doubt, far better details, recessed panel lines, etc.
My answer is that I prefer the older kits precisely for their lack of detail, they're quicker to assemble (you're never going to see anything much in the
cockpits through a closed canopy - I never build anything with the canopy open these days)… Similarly, raised panel lines and rivets don't bother me
either, they can always be sanded away if they're big or high enough to cause indigestion. Fact is, no full size aircraft ever had etched or raised
panel lines in the first place !
These old kits lack detail where I don't personally think it counts (cockpits, wheel wells etc;), but are generally pretty right in outline, shape and
scale size. That'll do me, the quicker I can get through the building and onto the painting and finishing, the better I prefer things !
Here's a few of them in no particular order. This is not a review type article, no point in reviewing that which is sadly, long gone from the hobby shop
shelves and is thus no longer generally available. All aircraft are 1/72 scale,

Matchbox Percival Provost T Mk 1
Finished as box in kit supplied markings.

Frog Ryan NYP "Spirit of St Louis"
Kit finished as box in kit supplied markings

Frog Percival Proctor
Kit finished as box in kit supplied insignia.

Otaki 1/48 P40 E "Aleutian Tiger"
Kit has replacement decals as those supplied in the kit were time expired.

Arii 1/700 USS Bunker Hill
Kit finished as box in kit supplied insignia.

Skywave 1/700 Fletcher Class Destroyer
Kit finished as box in kit supplied insignia.

Skywave 1/700 HMS O Class Destroyer
Kit finished as box in kit supplied insignia.
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High Planes Models 1/72 Scale D.H.94 Moth Minor
Catalogue: Kit7281 - 1/72 Resin Kit.
Scale: 1/72
Contents and Media: Instruction sheets - Four x A4 colour pages
(very well done), plus decal sheet and resin kit pieces.
Price: A$35 RRP.
Review Type: First Look
Advantages: High quality and attention to detail. Good printing detail
and colour. Very Good instructions.

faces (note the Sky Blue is reproduced much too dark on the instruction sheet. FS25550 which is the correct match for Sky Blue should be
a lot lighter than shown).
5) D.H.94 Moth Minor A21-36, Laverton circa 1943. Overall Yellow with
Foliage Green upper surfaces. This is how we illustrated it in issue
18/1, there is however a note on the instruction sheet that it may actually be Foliage Green/ Earth Brown on the upper surfaces. I noted the
same in my article, there is a hint of a camo demarcation in a couple of
places on the reference photo, but one cannot discern more than that.
This is a well rounded package and cannot be recommended too
highly for those who want to add a D.H.94 Moth Minor to a comprehensive RAAF collection in 1/72nd scale. Thanks to Peter Hobbins for
passing the review kit along to me and to High Planes for reproducing
this interesting RAAF type.
All sets are available from High Planes Models:

Recommendation: Highly recommended for those looking to obtain a
1/72 scale model of this type. The only other option is a very rare, hard
to acquire, very expensive European resin kit.

High Planes Models - hiplanes@dragnet.com.au
Website: http://www.hiplanes.dragnet.com.au/new/intropage.htm

This kit (note that it is a full RESIN kit, not the usual short run injected
plastic kit one usually gets with a High Planes product) is mastered by
Peter Hobbins from APMA, and produced by High Planes. First up, as
the reviewer, I must acknowledge that I have a personal connection
with the kit, as the main source used for colour scheme information
used for the decal sheet and instructions, was the pair of articles on
the Moth Minor that appeared in this publication back in Volume 18.

Address: High Planes Models
2076 Thowgla Rd
Thowgla, Victoria
3707 Australia.

The Package

Review by Steve Mackenzie

Many thanks to Peter Hobbins for the review copy!

Resin pieces - as noted this is a full resin kit. There are 7 larger
pieces (fuselage, wings and tailplanes) which make up the basic structure (the wings have separate upper and lower parts), plus 20 smaller
detail parts (several of which are very tiny and delicate) in a good quality Salmon coloured Resin. Surface detail is very fine and has been
well reproduced, with no air bubbles or other moulding imperfections
that I could perceive on my sample. There are also four clear vac
moulded canopies (2 sets, thus giving a spare pair in case of accidents).
Basically full interior detail is given and you would be hard pressed to
add anything else that would be seen through the fairly small cockpit
openings, apart from seat belts which are covered in the instructions
as being required to be added from tape etc.
Instruction sheets - There are four x A4 colour pages, two in full colour with the camouflage scheme drawings and two in B & W, making
up the construction notes. On one page there is some photos which
illustrate the construction sequence, overall the info provided is more
than enough to enable a modeller with average experience to construct
the kit easily. The drawings of the colour schemes provided for on the
instructions (which are not the actual ones used in our articles) give
side views and upper views where required of the five decal sheet subjects.
Decal sheet - gives serials and detail markings etc for seven machines, with two sets of roundels, one for the early war 'A' type roundels, and the other for the later Blue/ White RAAF style of roundels (for
A21-8 as per our article). The decals are well printed, being thin but not
translucent. Registration is good, with no noticable problem in that
area. Overall a comprehensive, well thought out sheet.
Colour Scheme Options
1) D.H.94 Moth Minor A21-6, Laverton 1940. Overall Silver with R/W/B
rudder stripes.
2) D.H.94 Moth Minor A21-7, 23 Sqn, Lowood Qld 1942. Overall Silver
with no rudder stripes, and Red Kangaroo on forward fuselage.
3) D.H.94 Moth Minor A21-31, D.H factory Bankstown 1940. Overall
trainer Yellow with R/W/B rudder stripes. Alternate serials are given to
finish A21-4 and 10 in the same scheme.
4) D.H.94 Moth Minor A21-8, 83 Sqn, Strathpine Qld 1943. This is
probably the most interesting one, being camouflaged RAAF Foliage
Green/ Earth Brown on the upper surfaces with Sky Blue lower sur-
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Many people would be aware that Gary Byk publishes an expanding series of
publications under the Red Roo imprint. These books are printed in small
batches on a Laser printer, giving the advantage of being able to be updated
frequently between printings to enable him to take advantage of the latest info
that becomes available, while giving very good reproduction quality.

Red Roo Book #10 - Strike Back! - Modelling the B-24 Liberator in RAAF Service.
By Bob Livingstone (Author) & Gary Byk (Editor)
This the latest of the Red Roo series has a total of 100 pages in all. It is NOT a
history of the B-24 in Australian service (that is covered elsewhere, including
the author's own title 'Under the Southern Cross' and Mike Nelmes 'Tocumwal
to Tarakan') but gives a detailed breakdown of what is required to model the
multitude of sub-variants that were operated by the RAAF. It explains the technical breakdown of the various sub-variants (including many detail photos and
manual excerpts), RAAF colour scheme and marking details, and a modelling
guide to these machines.
The B-24 sub-variant story is very complicated, with a multitude of major
changes (turrets etc) and many minor ones. There is also detailed info re the
changes required to the available kits, which should be read carefully, as the
manufacturers have tended to put out 'generic' models without being aware of
all the minor changes required to get a particular variant. If you think you know
the differences between various models of B-24, this book will make you think
again.
Included is a listing of all RAAF Liberators with details of Sqn usage, subvariant etc, along with a number of schemes being drawn in colour in profile.
Highly recommended for coverage of the subject, available from Red Roo (see
details at end of review) and a few specialist retailers. Price A$39.95

Review by Steve Mackenzie

Red Roo Models Decals
RRD4843 - 1/48 scale RAAF Prototype Markings $9.95
also available in 1/72 as RRD7245 - $9.95
Scales: 1/48th & 1/72nd
Contents and Media: Instruction sheets - one with Decal Application
instructions plus decal sheet.
Review Type: First Look
Advantages: High quality and attention to detail. Good printing detail
and colour. Detailed Application instructions.
Recommendation: Highly recommended for those who require these
markings for their model.
This sheet gives you 'P' prototype markings for RAAF machines. The
only difference between the two scales (apart from size of course), is
that the 1/48th sheet illustrated gives you a total of 10 markings in 4
sizes, while the 1/72 sheet has a total of thirty markings.

The Above book and decal sheets are available from Red Roo Models:

Gary Byk - redroo@bigpond.net.au

As usual with Red Roo products most recommended.

Website: www.redroomodels.com
Many thanks to Gary Byk from Red Roo Models for the review copies.

Review by Steve Mackenzie
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Address: Red Roo Models
P.O Box 113
Glen Waverley, VIC 3150

